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Introduction

The Internet has created enormous possibilities but it has also created some unique
challenges for defense, government, financial services and other infrastructure considered critical for a safe society. Combined
with easy access to capability and offering
anonymity, the Internet has created an inversion of power allowing extremist, criminal or nationalist forces to have a greater
disruptive impact on the stability of society
through malicious cyber activity. Military
operations are increasingly dependent on
computing services for command and control, intelligence, and situational awareness
on the battlefield. Those systems are vulnerable to malicious cyber activity either
through external penetration or insider exploitation.

Mission Assurance Depends
on Cyber Resilience

In cyber space, adversaries have several advantages over conventional forces. They
have freedom of movement without respect
to international borders, the ability to strike
without warning or possibility of detection,
a mobile infrastructure that can be built up
or torn down in minutes, and a global delivery platform in the Internet that provides
anonymity and countless resources. In the
face of these challenges, Defense is charged
with ensuring cyber resilience in the critical
services used in military operations. An essential part of cyber resilience is the ability
to disrupt an adversary’s ability to Get In,
Stay In and Act on the network, systems and
information. However, while many defense
organizations deploy preventative controls,
most are not prepared to detect nor respond
to a breach attempt at the speed required to
limit the impact to a mission.

Prepare for a Breach

Preparing for a breach first requires an understanding of the protected system and how
a threat will attempt to penetrate that system.
We then design the sensor grid and event
collection strategy to expose the attacker at
various points in the attack chain. Secondly,
breach preparation requires an operations
center that performs continuous monitoring
and investigation of the breach indicators.
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Organizations must have the visibility in
depth and preplanned procedures to detect
and respond to malicious cyber activity. This
requires a data strategy that supports incident response and facilitates rapid access to
that data. This translates into automation
and centralization of data collection and
analysis under a single platform that supports
rapid decision making capability. Typically,
organizations deploy a Security Information
and Event Management platform to centralize data collection and serve as the center
of workflow for monitoring indicators. A
typical strategy would be to collect all security, application and network events but only
monitor the relevant events that might indicate a breach of the system. Finally, preparing for a breach requires trained analysts
with a hunter-like approach to finding the
attacker. These analysts must be trained to
understand the attacker methods, how the
sensor grid is tuned and skilled in malware
analysis.

Breach Response

For breach response, speed of action and
decision is an essential ally. When a potential breach is identified, preplanned analysis
and tailored response actions should go into
effect to rapidly contain the impact. Deploying tools such as automated malware
analysis and integrating intelligence such as
reputation data sources, helps to speed up
this process. In a cyber incident investigation, the ability to rapidly and accurately
assess the situation is the key to decisive action. In battling the cyber threat, having
relevant intelligence to anticipate an adversary’s action or apply context to other data,
helps prioritize analysis and speed the event
to incident confirmation time. Ensuring
rapid response to a breach also requires preplanned response actions such as blocking
DNS resolution of a compromised domain.
Preplanned and coordinated response actions ensure that the threat is contained and
mitigated until further investigation is completed. Finally, capturing the intelligence
from local incidents is valuable to detect and
characterize future attacks. This intelligence
must be integrated back into the breach response process and shared within the defense community.

Summary

Government and Defense customers require agility to both adopt new enabling technology or to rapidly add capability in response to a new threat. How fast can we find,
contain and remediate a security breach?
How fast can we acquire and integrate new
capability in response to a new threat? Speed
of action directly impacts the survivability of
the mission and requires an agile architecture. McAfee’s Security Connected Platform
delivers the capability to resist the advanced
threat, the ability to respond at the speed of
the network, and a framework to rapidly add
new capability. McAfee’s Security Connected Platform, coupled with our Security Innovation Alliance partners, provides unrivaled alignment to government cyber defense
requirements.
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